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PREFACE
This bibliography represents a selection of Institute publications
and published research of Institute faculty over the past twenty-five
years. Naturally, it is impossible to include all the essays, position
papers, and research reports produced over such an extended period of
time. The selections included here represent the major areas in which
we have conducted research and include major Institute papers plus at
least one paper by the many individuals who have been affiliated with
the Institute since its founding in 1947.
Many of the people whose works are included have left the Institute
for other positions in government, industry and academic life. We have
included some portion of their research, published and unpublished, car-
ried out while on the Institute's staff. In a few cases we have included
entries of work completed immediately prior to joining the Institute when
an individual author wished it to be included and when it represented work
that led to an invitation to join in the Institute's research program. We
have included in the appendices current addresses of former Institute mem-
bers as well as a listing of the current staff.
Persons wishing individual copies of any of the entries are encouraged
to write directly to the authors at their current addresses. A number of
Institute publications ar? available free of charge or at a nominal cost.
We will also attempt, limited of course by availability, time, and resources,
to provide Xerox copies of papers currently out of print.
The bibliography is the work of many people but particular citation
should be given to Judith Graham who was the principal bibliographer,
to J. Nicholas Goodban and Joseph Wrobel who assisted in the compilation,
and to Joanne Berbaum, Kathleen Meyer, Wanda Morrison, and Lorraine Selander
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